
PLAY LÜ SYSTEM 
Figure 1. Lü interac0ve playground 
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“LÜ_MOVE & LEARN” PROJECT 

IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INTERDISCIPLINARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION/MATHEMATICS UNIT 

Abstract 

The aim of the “Lü_Move & Learn” innova0on project is to evaluate a new physical educa0on 
teaching tool, the Lü interac0ve device, which is based on the principle of ac0ve video games. 
Within the framework of this project, we have designed an interdisciplinary sequence in 
mathema0cs and physical educa0on for students in levels 7–8P [grades 5 and 6] which meets 
the objec0ves of the Plan d’Études Romand (PER) [Swiss French-language study plan] and which 
uses the Lü interac0ve system. This system is intended to encourage student engagement, 
through its anima0ons, by combining thought (e.g. doing a mental calcula0on, spelling a word, 
etc.) and ac0on (e.g. throwing a ball at a possible answer). 

IntroducEon 

The “Lü_Move & Learn”  innova0on project is financed by the Fonds de Réserve et d’Innova0on 1

(FRI) of the Haute École Pédagogique du canton de Vaud (HEP Vaud) under the oversight of the 

 E0enne Chabloz, Magali Bovas, Jimmy Serment, Guillaume Girod, Patrick Fragier, Cédric Roure (supervisor), Vanessa Len0llon-1

Kaestner (supervisor)



Unité d’Enseignement et de Recherche en Didac0ques de l’Éduca0on Physique et Spor0ve (UER-
EPS) [Teaching and Research Unit in the Instruc0on of Physical and Sports Educa0on] in 
collabora0on with the Unité d’Enseignement et de Recherche en Didac0ques des 
Mathéma0ques et des Sciences (UER-MS) [Teaching and Research Unit in the Instruc0on of 
Mathema0cs and Science] and the Associa0on Vaudoise d’Éduca0on Physique Scolaire (AVEPS) 
[Vaud associa0on of physical educa0on in schools]. The innova0on project has two objec0ves: 

• Develop a “Lü” teaching unit at levels 7-8P [grades 5–6] that is consistent with the 
objec0ves of the Plan d’Études Romand (PER) [Swiss French-language teaching plan] and 
that combines physical educa0on (throwing) and mathema0cs (loca0on on a plane) 
instruc0on. 

• Evaluate the contribu0on of the Play Lü system in terms of mo0va0on and learning in an 
interdisciplinary unit (physical educa0on/mathema0cs), by comparing the effects of an 
interdisciplinary “Lü” unit (experimental group) to those of an interdisciplinary unit with 
the same objec0ves, but no Lü system (control group). 

This project uses the Lü interac0ve playground. The Lü system includes a laser projector, a 
camera for mo0on detec0on, and a sound and light module to create magical immersive spaces 
where young people can learn through mo0on (Figure 1). The idea is to transform the 
educa0onal environment into a more immersive and engaging place in which students develop 
social-emo0onal, physical, and intellectual skills. Students interact with some video game 
applica0ons projected on the wall by throwing balls and/or touching the wall with their hands. 
Other applica0ons, requiring interac0on with the sounds and images produced by the system, 
allow for tes0ng (e.g. Léger-Boucher test) or periods of relaxa0on. Lastly, certain applica0ons 
allow for interdisciplinary learning (for example, combining mathema0cs or languages with 
physical educa0on). 

In this ar0cle, we will present the design of interdisciplinary mathema0cs and physical educa0on 
unit. Interdisciplinarity is defined here as the coopera0on of two disciplines to achieve a 
common goal. 

Since the medium of this project is an interac0ve digital tool, we will rely on Ruben Puentedura’s 
(2013) SAMR model, which presents the four stages that characterize the contribu0on of new 
technologies (Figure 2). Firstly, new technologies allow a subs0tu0on of an exis0ng tool. They 
then allow for a func0onal augmenta0on of the tool. Aper that, they modify the tool by allowing 
the task to be redesigned. Finally, they allow the tool to be redefined in a way that involves the 
crea0on of new tasks. 



 

Figure 2. SAMR model (Puntedura, 2013) 

Session 3: All teams rotate between the 3 sta0ons (A/B/C), to be repeated 2 0mes -> see 
variants in the file 
Sta0on dura0on: 5 mins  

ACCELEROMETERS DURING THE WHOLE SESSION 

Start and end of lesson: whole class  

Material: Balls – Lü 

Warm-up: Relay – 4 teams. A student touches a Dojo card and returns to their team. The team 
then does the exercise. 

Reinforcement: Students are side-by-side (shoulders touching) in plank posi0on. A student (A) 
rolls the ball under their teammates. The last student (B) in the line catches it, runs, and throws 
it at the Lü Target. Then student B returns to the front of the line, rolls the ball under the group, 
and takes the first posi0on ahead of student A. 

Cooldown: Once the equipment is put away, students posi0on themselves in the room for the 
relaxa0on exercises. Gaïa. 

A 

SAMR: The SAMR model of technology integra0on

Enhancement Subs0tu0on: The technology replaces the task with no func0onal change.

Augmenta0on: The technology provides a slight improvement.

Transforma0on Modifica0on: The technology allows for a significant task redesign.

Redefini0on: The technology allows for the crea0on of new tasks.



Sta0on: Play Lü 

Equipment: Lü (Constello) – rhythmic gymnas0cs balls – parallel bars 

Relay – 2 teams. A “pass and go” followed by a run lets students throw at the Lü before bringing 
the ball back. 1 ball/team. A parallel bar is placed in front of the Lü. Each student has 2 throws 
per run. 

B 

Sta0on: Throwing at moving targets 

Equipment: Gym mat rack – hoops – yellow foam balls – tennis balls 

From behind a large mat, a student rolls a hoop past the students (4 meters away). The throwers 
stand on the line and try to throw through the hoop. 

The student behind the mat throws the hoops one aper the other so that the students can take 
aim at them. Aper 10 hoops, there is a new hoop thrower. 

C 

Sta0on: High throw 

Equipment: Exercise ball – basketball hoop – wiffle balls/badminton birdies 

From a line, with the wiffle balls (first pass) and badminton birdies (second pass) aim at the 
exercise ball in the basketball hoop. 

Game: whole class 

CAPTURE THE CASTLE 

Equipment: 10 foam balls – 4 boxes – 2 benches – 6 bowling pins – 12 cones – Lü and Play Lü 
balls 

2 teams. From their base, each team of throwers tries to knock down the towers (pins, cones) of 
the opponent’s castle, 3–4 meters from the back line. The throwers can defend their castle by 
placing themselves wherever they like in their camp, but they are not allowed to touch their 
castle. 

Players who manage to block the ball when defending a tower get to throw at Lü Scala 5 0mes. 

The game ends when one team has knocked down all of their opponent’s towers. 

If the winning team’s Scala score is lower than the other team’s, they can avempt addi0onal 
shots for a set 0me: 10 extra seconds per remaining castle tower. 

SITUATIONAL INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRES DURING THE GAME 



Figure 3. Summary of tasks and organiza0on of lesson 3. 

Figure 4. Dojo applica0on 

Figure 5. Target applica0on 

PresentaEon of the interdisciplinary unit for 7-8P students 

On the basis of the two general objec0ves of the project, we have chosen the objec0ves of the 
PER and defined specific learning objec0ves for the unit in each discipline: 

Physical and Sports EducaEon: 

• PER: CM 23 [Body and mo0on requirement #23]: Training in the technique of various 
forms of throwing (throwing accurately and throwing for distance). 

• Unit: “Be able to throw far and accurately overhand with one hand” 

MathemaEcs: 

• PER: MSN 21 [Math and natural sciences requirement #21]: Use a system of 
orthonormal axes to locate a point or communicate its posi0on 

• Unit: “Be able to navigate an axis system” 

The unit takes place in double physical educa0on periods over the course of six weeks. It consists 
of a diagnos0c assessment session (week 1), four learning sessions (weeks 2–5), and a 
concluding evalua0on session (week 6). 



Each lesson is composed of a warm-up, two main sec0ons, and a cooldown. Figure 3 shows an 
example of the planning and organiza0on of a session in the unit. Two thirds of the unit is 
devoted to the Lü system. The warm-up starts with strength exercises, jumps, and joint 
mobiliza0ons (10 mins). This is followed by a collabora0ve or reinforcement ac0vity during which 
students aim at targets on the “Target” applica0on (Figure 5); the targets can be sta0onary or 
mobile with different levels of movement. 

The main part of the lesson consists of two sec0ons. Three sta0ons make up the first main 
sec0on: two sta0ons to work on throwing without the Lü system and one interdisciplinary 
sta0on for math using the Lü system (30 min). The second main sec0on is a whole-class throwing 
game (10–15 mins) requiring specific ac0ons in the game to access the “Lü zone.” Cooldown is 
done with the “Gaïa” applica0on, which guides the students through the relaxa0on exercises 
(5 min). 

PresentaEon of the throwing games combined with Lü 

When designing the games, we firstly wanted to avoid having the tool used as an 
interdisciplinary add-on. The mobile Lü system (Figure 6) imposes significant organiza0onal and 
0me constraints on the teacher during its installa0on. Spa0ally, an area must be dedicated to 
this tool to avoid collisions with its support stand, which decreases the play space for other 
ac0vi0es. We therefore wanted to maximize the use of the Lü system over the en0re lesson. 
Secondly, we wanted to develop forms of play other than a relay set up in front of the interac0ve 
screen. To do this, four team ac0vi0es were designed with rules that encourage interac0on 
between the collec0ve throwing game and the Lü screen. 

We considered how to combine a whole-class game with an area set aside for a Lü system. Our 
challenge was to come up with an engaging task so that students didn’t abandon the tradi0onal 
game to look at the interac0ve screen. We used exis0ng games from the educa0onal brochures 
published by SEPS [Swiss sport and physical educa0on department] and redesigned them for the 
Lü system. 

Modeled in the SAMR system, the “biathlon” game reveals the following transforma0ons. The Lü 
screen replaces the cones as a target. The original tool is “augmented” as moving targets are 
chosen with a scoreboard directly visible to the teams. Modifying the rules of the “capture the 
castle” and “target” games (Figure 7 and 8) to make victory dependent on accurate shots at the 
Lü system can be considered a redefini0on of the task. In both situa0ons, the Lü device allows 
students to incorporate the skills like trying to block a ball, crea0ng other rules to get back into 
the game, and feeling good while successfully solving a task as a team. For the “Capture the 
Castle” game (Figure 7), successful comple0on of an ac0on in the group game allows access to 
the “Lü zone.” We have chosen to reward blocking a ball and making accurate throws. The 
winner is determined by the points in the Lü system. For the “Targets” game (Figure 8), a player’s 
throw at the opponent’s pin sends the opponent into the “Lü zone.” The temporarily “out” 
player is under 0me pressure because they must solve a puzzle to return to the game. Winning 
depends on how quickly the task is completed in the Lü zone, because students whose teams 
have not solved the puzzle cannot return to the game with their bowling pin. 

Figure 6. Mobile Lü system 

Conclusion  



We find it interes0ng to ques0on our scenario in rela0on to the use of this technological 
innova0on. Gezng away from the “gadget or educa0onal enrichment” conflict can only be 
achieved by reflec0ng on the transforma0on of games with the same learning objec0ve while 
leveraging the proper0es of the Lü system. It should be noted that this interdisciplinary unit will 
be the subject of a study aimed at evalua0ng whether the Lü device can improve mo0va0on and 
learning in an interdisciplinary (in this case mathema0cs and physical educa0on) unit. 

Capture the Castle  2

2 teams. From their camp, each team tries to knock down the towers (bowling pins, cones) of 
their opponent’s castle, 3–4 m from the back line. The throwers can defend their castle by 
placing themselves wherever they like in their camp, but they are not allowed to touch their 
castle. Players who manage to block the ball when defending a tower get to throw at the Lü 
Scala  applica0on 5 0mes. Accurate shots that hit the character make them climb floors. A shot 3

that misses can cause the character to fall back down. The game ends when one team has 
knocked down all of their opponent’s towers. If the winning team’s “Scala” score is lower than 
the other team’s, they can avempt addi0onal shots for a set 0me: 10 extra seconds per 
remaining castle tower. 

Targets  4

With accurate shots, each team tries to hit the bowling pins of the other side’s players. If the 
student’s pin is hit, they take it to the Lü “Puzz”  applica0on in the first ring of the wai0ng area. 5

Players have to throw at the squares to rotate them and make an image appear. 

As soon as another player from the same team is hit, they go to the wai0ng area, place 
themselves in the first ring, and the teammate in front moves forward one ring. When a player 

 Educa0onal Sheet #45 (10–12 years of age)2

 Each team must climb as many floors as possible while avoiding falling3

 Educa0onal Sheet #76 (8–10 years of age)4

 Each team must rotate the squares to solve the puzzle5



reaches the last ring, they can return to the game without their pin. If the puzzle is solved, all the 
players in the rings (from the team that completed the puzzle) return to play with their pins. 

The team that knocks down all the opposing team’s pins wins. 
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